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Abstract 
With widespread use of Internet and the emergence of information aggregation on a large scale, a quality text summarization is 
essential to effectively condense the information. Automatic summarization systems condense the documents by extracting the 
most relevant facts. Summarization is commonly classified into two types, extractive and abstractive. Summarization by 
abstraction needs understanding of the original text and then generating the summary which is semantically related. Abstractive 
summarization requires the understanding of complex natural language processing tasks. There are many methods adopted for 
abstractive summarization. Ontology is one among the approach used for getting abstractive summary for a specific domain.  In 
this paper, we discuss about various works carried out using ontology for abstractive text summarization. 
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1. Introduction  
      Summarization is the process of extracting important information from the source text and to present that 
information to the user in the form of summary. When this is done by means of a computer, i.e. automatically, we 
call this Automatic Text Summarization [1]. The automatic summarization of text is a well-known task in the field 
of natural language processing. Document summaries can be abstractive or extractive. Extractive summary extracts 
the important sections of the text and reproduce them in exactly the same words as were used originally in the text 
and therefore it is inconsistent. However, abstractive summarization consists of understanding the source text by 
using linguistic method to interpret and examine the text. Abstractive methods need a deeper analysis of the text. 
These methods have the ability to generate new sentences, which improves the focus of a summary, reduce its 
redundancy and keeps a good compression rate [2]. A document summary can be either generic or query-dependent 
(user-focused). A user-focused summary presents the information that is most relevant to the initial search query, 
while a generic summary gives an overall sense of the document content. Abstractive summarization techniques are 
broadly classified into two categories: Structured based approach and Semantic based approach. Different methods 
that use structured based approach are as follows: tree base method, template based method, ontology based method, 
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lead and body phrase method and rule based method. Methods that use semantic based approach are as follows: 
multimodal semantic model, information item based method and semantic graph based method. 
Ontology based summarization has recently emerged as a subfield of information extraction. Motivated by 
the definition of text summarization in natural language processing, ontology summarization is defined as the 
process of distilling knowledge from ontology to produce an abridged version for a particular user (or users) and 
task (or tasks). According to this definition, the information content of a summary depends on either user’s needs 
or/and task’s requirements. The paper is divided into sections. Section 2 describes an overview of ontology along 
with the reasons for developing ontology. Section 3 specifies the implications of ontology.  Section 4 describes the 
related works. Section 5 specifies some of the methods for evaluating ontology. Section 6 concludes the survey. 
 2.  Ontology: An Overview 
 
Ontology is defined as a formal and explicit specification of a shared conceptualization. Generally, ontologies are 
defined for particular domains. Since information extraction is essentially concerned with the task of retrieving 
information for a particular domain, formally and explicitly specifying the concepts of that domain through an 
ontology can be helpful to this process. Ontology together with a set of individual instances of classes constitutes a 
knowledge base [3]. Classes are the focus of most ontologies. Classes describe concepts in the domain. For example, 
a class of wines represents all wines. Specific wines are instances of this class. A class can have subclasses that 
represent concepts that are more specific than the superclass. For example, we can divide the class of all wines into 
red, white, and rose wines. A concept can be referenced by several terms (for example: “computer science”, 
“computing”, “information technology” are synonyms) and a term can reference several concepts (for example the 
term “bank” can be used to reference a “river bank” or a “commercial bank”). The roles of linguistic ontologies are 
twofold: The first one is to present and define the vocabulary used. This is achieved by a dictionary which list all the 
terms actually used in language. Secondly, linguistic ontology is the result of a terminology agreement between 
users’ community. This agreement defines which term is used to represent a concept in order to avoid ambiguity. 
This process is called vocabulary normalization. When a concept could be described by two synonym terms, the 
normalization process selects one of those to be the preferred label of the concept. 
 
2.1. Reasons for developing Ontology 
 
x Sharing common understanding of the structure of information among people or software agents is one of 
the goals in developing ontologies. For example, suppose several different Web sites contain medical 
information or provide medical e-commerce services. If these Web sites share and publish the same 
underlying ontology of the terms they all use, then computer agents can extract and aggregate information 
from these different sites. The agents can use this aggregated information to answer user queries or as input 
data to other applications. 
 
x Enabling reuse of domain knowledge was one of the driving forces behind recent surge in ontology 
research. For example, models for many different domains need to represent the notion of time. This 
representation includes the notions of time intervals, points in time, relative measures of time, and so on. If 
one group of researchers develops such an ontology in detail, others can simply reuse it for their domains. 
Additionally, if we need to build a large ontology, we can integrate several existing ontologies describing 
portions of the large domain. 
 
x  Making explicit domain assumptions underlying an implementation makes it possible to change these 
assumptions easily if our knowledge about the domain changes. Hard-coding assumptions about the world 
in programming-language code make these assumptions not only hard to find and understand but also hard 
to change, in particular for someone without programming expertise. In addition, explicit specifications of 
domain knowledge are useful for new users who must learn what terms in the domain mean 
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x  Separating the domain knowledge from the operational knowledge is another common use of ontologies. 
We can describe a task of configuring a product from its components according to a required specification 
and implement a program that does this configuration independent of the products and components 
themselves. We can then develop an ontology of PC-components and characteristics and apply the 
algorithm to configure made-to-order PCs.  
 
x Analyzing domain knowledge is possible once a declarative specification of the terms is available. Formal 
analysis of terms is extremely valuable when both attempting to reuse existing ontologies and extending 
them.  
 
 3. Implication of Ontology 
 
       Ontology has been used in different domains for providing metadata of concepts and their relationships. 
This metadata can be used for ensuring interoperability among different systems, modeling contextual information, 
inferencing, reasoning and efficient searching of contents and resources. Till date, ontology has been used in almost 
every domain such as e-governance, medical science, chemistry, social sciences and agriculture. In knowledge 
engineering, ontology is used to share and reuse knowledge and as standard for communication between computer 
and man. Ontology is applied to various fields of computer as a conceptual modeling tool, and is used to organize 
information and manage knowledge. Ontology extension is used to add the new concepts and relationship into the 
existing ontology, which is a more complex task. 
 
     Many information extraction systems enable the recognition of keywords within documents (e.g. 
‘Rembrandt’ is a ‘Person’, ‘15 July 1606’ is a ‘Date’).But such information is of little use without acquiring the 
relation between the entities (e.g. ‘Rembrandt’ was born on ‘15 July 1606’). The Artequakt project [4] aims to 
implement a system that searches the Web and extracts knowledge about artists, based on an ontology describing 
that domain, and stores this knowledge in a Knowledge Base (KB) to be used for automatically producing tailored 
biographies of artists. Here an ontology is developed for the domain of artists and paintings.  
 
       A set of ontologies were developed in order to facilitate the integration of a variety of combinatorial, 
simulation and optimization models related to agriculture [5].In practice, building an ontology-based base  is a valid 
and feasible method. The work is primarily divided into the following steps: Firstly, to build AgriOnto hierarchy. 
Secondly, to formalize the text knowledge on the basis of AgriOnto. Thirdly, to compile and check the knowledge. 
Finally, to build the knowledge-based service systems. AgriOnto indicates formal definition of agriculture and their 
relation. The definition and relations form an integrated hierarchy of agriculture.    
 
Ontology technology is considered to be a highly suitable means of supporting educational-technology 
systems. The tree organization of a knowledge domain is an important property that can significantly reduce the 
processing, but it is insufficient to describe the rich network of relations that ties the concept structures. With the 
advancement of artificial intelligence technologies, ontology technologies enable a linguistic infrastructure to 
represent conceptual relationships between course materials. Ontologies help us to make the knowledge that is 
represented in learning content explicit. 
 
Another example used in ontology aims to diagnose or predict diabetes in the earlier stage by using 
reasoner [6]. A reasoner is a piece of software that is able to infer logical consequences from a set of asserted facts 
or axioms. The reasoner utilizes symptoms ontology for diagnosing the same. The symptoms ontology is a domain 
specific ontology which helps to provide the possible meaningful factors which leads to diabetes. The research aims 




4. Related Works 
 
  In recent days, there has been an explosive growth in the volume of textual information available. Hence 
it is very important to present the data to the user in an abstract version. Summarization will make this process easy. 
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Ontology based summarization methods involve reduction of sentences by compressing and reformulation. These 
methods use linguistic and natural language processing techniques. 
 
  Thanh Tran and Philipp Cimiano [7] presented an approach for interpreting keyword queries using 
background knowledge available in ontologies. Based on a few assumptions about how people describe their 
information needs, an approach was presented which translates a keyword query into a DL conjunctive query which 
can be evaluated with respect to an underlying knowledge base (KB). One major problem the approach suffers from 
is the fact that it does not consider that keywords can be ambiguous with respect to labels in the ontology and simply 
considers the first matching ontology element to start the exploration. 
 
In paper [8] the authors address the issue of identifying the concepts in an ontology, which best summarize what the 
ontology is about. A number of criteria were jointly considered, and correspondingly a number of algorithms were 
developed and linearly combined, to identify key concepts of an ontology. The criteria include: name simplicity 
which favors concepts that are labeled with simple names while penalizing compounds; basic level which measures 
how “central” a concept is in the taxonomy of the ontology; density highlights concepts which are richly 
characterized with properties and taxonomic relationships; coverage aims to ensure that no important part of the 
ontology is neglected; and popularity identifies concepts that are commonly used. The summarization results, i.e. 
key concepts, were evaluated against human assessors’ summaries, referred to as ground truth. 
 
 Nesrine Ben Mustapha [9] introduced a comprehensive framework for building a domain-specific 
ontology. Two methods for ontology acquisition were applied in order to create the domain ontology. The first was 
to create a small domain-specific core ontology from scratch and then apply a focused web crawler to this ontology 
in order to retrieve domain related web pages and interesting domain terms for extending the knowledge base. The 
second acquisition approach takes a well-established thesaurus as a basic vocabulary reference set and converts it to 
an ontology representation. Then a domain specific and a general corpus of texts were used in order to remove 
concepts that are not descriptive for the domain. 
 
Xiang Zhang [10] proposed a novel approach to automatic ontology summarization based on RDF 
Sentence Graph. Summaries are customizable: users can specify the length of summaries and their navigational 
preferences. The authors compared five different centrality measurements in assessing the salience of RDF sentence 
and defined a reward-penalty re-ranking algorithm to make the summaries comprehensive. The evaluation showed 
that weighted in-degree centrality measures and several eigenvector centralities all have good performance in 
producing qualified summaries after re-ranking. Shown by the experiments, the approach of ontology 
summarization was feasible and promising. 
 
       Many researchers have made effort to use ontology to improve the process of summarization. Most 
documents on the web are domain related because they discuss the same topic or event. Each domain has its own 
knowledge structure and that can be better represented by ontology. The fuzzy ontology with fuzzy concepts is 
introduced for Chinese news summarization [11] to model uncertain information and hence can better describe the 
domain knowledge. In this approach, first the domain experts define the domain ontology for news events. Next, the 
document preprocessing phase produces the meaningful terms from the news corpus and the Chinese news 
dictionary. Then, term classifier classifies the meaningful terms on the basis of events of news. For each fuzzy 
concept of the fuzzy ontology, the fuzzy inference phase generates the membership degrees. A set of membership 
degrees of each fuzzy concept is associated with various events of the domain ontology. News summarization is 
done by news agent based on fuzzy ontology. The benefit of this approach is that it exploits fuzzy ontology to 
handle uncertain data that simple domain ontology cannot. This approach has several limitations. First, domain 
ontology, Chinese dictionary and news corpus has to be defined by a domain expert which is time consuming. 
Secondly, this approach is limited to Chinese news, and might not be applicable to English news 
 
 Mithun and  Munirathnam [12] presented a semi-automatic development of an ontology library for the 
topics defined in the National Intelligence Priorities Framework (NIPF). They use Jaguar-KAT, a state-of-the-art 
tool for knowledge acquisition and domain understanding, with minimized manual intervention to create NIPF 
ontologies loaded with rich semantic content. Jaguar automatically builds domain-specific ontologies from text. The 
text input to Jaguar can come from a variety of document sources, including Text, MS Word, PDF and HTML web 
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pages, etc. The ontology/knowledge base created by Jaguar includes ontological concepts, hierarchy and contextual 
knowledge base. 
       
5. Methods for Evaluating Ontology 
 
Ontology evaluation approaches [18] are unevenly distributed in two major categories. On one hand, a few 
principled approaches exist that define a set of well-studied, high level ontology criteria to be manually assessed 
(e.g., OntoClean ,Ontometric ). On the other hand, the use of ontology evaluation in the context of ontology learning 
has led to the development of automatic approaches that cover different evaluation perspectives and levels. 
Evaluation levels refer to the aspects of the ontology that are evaluated (e.g., labels, conceptual structure). 
Perspectives are defined by what is considered to be good “quality” ontology. Table 1 describes the goal and 
description of the various methods for evaluating ontology. 
Table 1.Methods for evaluating ontology 
 
Method                                                                                      Goal                                                                                   Description 
 
OntoMetric                                        Helps to choose  the appropriate ontology            Compares the importance of the project objectives       
                                                            for a new  project                                                 and study the characteristics of the ontologies  
 
                                                                                                                                         Gets for every candidate ontology a quantitative  
                                                                                                                                          measure of its suitability 
                                                           
  
 Natural Language 
Application metrics                            Helps evaluate the content of ontologies 
                                                            with respect to various metrics: 
 
                                                                   1.  Precision and Recall metrics                Measures for each ontology (a) how many identified  
                                                                                                                                         items are correct and (b) how many items that would  
                                                                                                                                         have been identified are effectively identified                       
                                                                                                                                            
                                                                   2. Cost-based evaluation metrics                   Characterizes the performance in terms of the cost   
                                                                                   of  errors or the value of correct things 
 
                                                                   3. Tennis measure                                         Gives a measure of the “fit” between an ontology  
                                                                                                                                          and a corpus (domain knowledge) by using a vector  
                                                                                                                                          space model of instances (terms) 
 
                                                                   4. Lexical Comparison level measure           Compares the contents of two ontologies without  
                                                                                                                                          considering their conceptual structure 
 
 
OntoClean       Helps evaluate a formal ontology                         Cleans the taxonomical structure of ontologies 
 
                                                                                                                                         Compares the ontology vs. a predefined ideal 
                                                                                                                                         taxonomical structure to detect inconsistencies 
 
 
EvaLexon                                         Helps evaluate ontologies created by ontology      The method stays at the linguistic level.  
                                                                                                                                         Compares the vocabulary of the triples mined with               
                                                                                                                                         the input text as such and with a set of words considered    




      Abstractive summarization methods produce highly consistent information and less redundant summary. 
Generally, abstractive summarization is a challenging area because of the complexity of natural language 
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processing. Many works are being carried out in the field of abstractive summarization especially by making use of 
ontology in various domains. Now we should consider the possibility of accommodating all these explicit domains 
in a single platform to build a robust, extensible summarization system which will enable us to get abstractive 
summary from different domains. This study examines a review on ontology based abstractive summarization 
methods and its importance in different domains. Some of the methods for evaluating ontology are also specified. 
Certainly, this study can be adapted in a way that new researchers to the area of text summarization can get a better 
understanding on ontology based approaches. 
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